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Student leaders 
support stand 
on sports pane!
By DOUG HAMPTON 
M ontana K alin in  N ew s  Editor
ASUM President John Nockleby 
scored some points against state 
funding of intercollegiate athletics in 
a panel discussion taped yesterday 
for airing on KGVO television.
The hour-long discussion is 
scheduled to be shown at 11:30 p.m. 
Sunday on channel 13 in Missoula, 
KTVM-TV in Butte and KCFW-TV in 
Kalispell.
Other members of the panel in­
cluded Harley Lewis, University of 
Montana athletics director; Tom 
Parac, Montana State University 
athletics director; Jim McLean, MSU 
student body president, and Larry 
Pettit, Commissioner of Higher 
Education.
NEWS ANALYSIS
KGVO news director Larry Cooper 
moderated the discussion.
Supporting state funding of 
intercollegiate athletics, Pettit, Lewis 
and Parac based most of their 
arguments on conjecture.
They said that existing programs 
should be maintained at present 
levels until the effects of a cut can be 
known.
Calling for quicker cutbacks, Noc­
kleby and McLean cited studies 
made by student governments on the 
cost and viability of intercollegiate 
athletics.
Cost Called Excessive
Throughout the discussion, Noc­
kleby insisted that intercollegiate 
athletics at UM and MSU cost more 
than they are worth and that the 
money could be better spent on 
academics.
Most UM students favor reduction 
or elimination of intercollegiate 
athletics at UM, he said.
He substantiated his point by c it­
ing a poll taken in 1972 that indicated 
more than half the students at UM 
were opposed "to the direction men’s 
intercollegiate athletics is taking.’’
CB members’ reactions to decision mixed
Central Board delegates have mix­
ed feelings about asking the Board of 
Regents to cut Montana University 
System intercollegiate athletics.
The resolution, proposed by 
ASUM President John Nockleby and 
passed by a 16 to 2 vote, came in res­
ponse to the recent controversy over 
control of intercollegiate athletics 
and the threat of a state-imposed 
mandatory student fee to support 
athletics.
Carrie Hahn, chairman of the CB 
Athletic Committee, voted for the 
resolution but said yesterday that, “ it 
may be presumptuous to ask the 
Board of Regents to eliminate some 
or all intercollegiate athletics.”
“We don’t have the documentation 
to go and ask them to eliminate foot­
ball," Hahn continued.
She said she voted for the proposal 
because she is convinced that 
eliminating football is necessary.
"One of the first criticisms will be 
that we're out to get football,** Hahn 
said.
However, she noted, football is the 
most expensive sport at the 
University and does not show a profit 
even when the team has a winning 
season.
McLean said polls taken over the 
past three years at MSU showed that 
50 per cent of MSU students desire a 
decrease in student funding of 
athletics.
Pettit argued that athletics should 
be maintained at UM and MSU 
because the actual benefits of 
intercollegiate athletics are not yet 
known and universities could be 
“cutting off the nose to spite the 
face** if athletics was cut before a 
study of the benefits is completed.
“We don’t know the effects,’’ he 
said. “We must keep an open mind 
until we do know.’’
Dropping intercollegiate athletics 
could cause a reduction in alumni 
co n tr ib u tio n s  to  schoo ls  and 
reduced enrollment, Pettit said.
He said elim inating athletics could 
eventually cost university students 
more than they would save because, 
with an enrollment drop, university 
students would have to pay higher 
fees to help maintain dorms and 
repay building bonds.
N o c k le b y  c la im e d  th a t  
intercollegiate athletics in Montana 
receive a “disproportionate share" of 
state funds and student fees.
Athletics scholarships and fee 
waivers at UM last year totaled 
$20,000 m ore than a ll o the r 
scholarships and fee waivers com­
bined, he continued.
He also said last year’s $730,000 
men’s in te rco lle g ia te  a th le tics  
budget is more than the combined 
budgets of aerospace studies, an­
thropology, the biology station, 
Black Studies, botany and chemis­
try.
Nockleby Quotes Pettit
Apologizing fo r using Pettit’s own 
words to undermine Pettit’s conten­
tion that Montana can afford high- 
cost intercollegiate athletics, Noc­
kleby quoted part o f the com­
missioner’s address to the Pacific 
Northwest Conference on Higher
Ed Beaudette, who voted against 
the resolution, said that he objected 
to it’s wording.
“ I felt that it would have been better 
to say ’study the feasibility’ of 
athletics, rather than taking that kind 
of a stand,” Beaudette said.
He said that he is in favor of 
athletics, as long as it does not 
interfere with academic programs or 
the library.
- The wording of the resolution 
might anger the regents, which 
would be to the student’s disad­
vantage, he said.
On-campus CB member, Dan 
Short, who cast the other dissenting 
vote, agreed.
He argued at the Wednesday meet­
ing that the wording of the resolution 
would work against the students.
Patsy lacopini, a member of the 
Athletic Committee and a supporter 
o f the resolution, also expressed 
some doubts.
"I am not in favor of totally cutting 
athletics,”  lacopini said. “ I feel that 
athletics is a part of the total 
university experience.”
However, she said she supported
ASUM PRESIDENT JOHN NOCKLEBY MAKES A POINT against state funding of high-cost intercollegiate athletics 
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Education in Missoula last May.
From that address on the effect of 
the current Montana University 
System “ financial crisis" on the 
quality o f education, Nockleby read:
“ Before going into detailed dimen­
sions of quality, we need to know 
what we mean by financial stress.
“ Financial stress means that we 
have inadequate libraries. It means 
that we have obsolete laboratories, 
disgracefully low faculty salaries and 
a corresponding decrease in faculty 
quality.
“ It means that we have insufficient 
funds fo r professional development, 
inadequate scholarship aid for 
students and insufficient resources 
to  communicate our mission and our 
goals to the public, and consequen­
tly a lack of understanding as to  the 
essential nature of quality in higher 
education."
Controversy Is Long Standing
The panel discussion was the 
latest confrontation between op­
ponents of a high-cost intercol­
legiate program, and program sup­
porters.
Two years ago, Central Board 
refused to  fund UM m en’s 
intercollegiate athletics.
Soon after the CB decision, the 
regents announced that UM and 
MSU must remain competitive in the 
Big Sky conference.
UM President Richard Bowers in­
creased University funding of 
intercollegiate athletics to compen­
sate for CB’s “zero dollar” allocation.
the resolution because in her opinion 
the athletic departments are spen­
ding too much money.
The matter should be studied by 
the regents, she said.
“ We tried to study athletics here 
and the run-around they give you is 
unreal," she commented.
Vicki Johnson, off-campus CB 
member, said that she agreed with 
the concept of the resolution.
"The financial state of th is . 
institution is going downhill,” 
Johnson said. "The library can't even 
stay open late enough.”
She added that she believes foot­
ball w illnever be able to  pay for itself 
in a secluded school such as UM.
The resolution may be too weak, 
she said.
“Just a study on the feasibility 
would be letting them (the Board of 
Regents) o ff pretty easy,” Johnson 
said.
"The Board of Regents should look 
at the quality of education in the 
Montana University System."
Both Johnson and Hahn were 
elected to  CB last spring on the 
Alliance Party platform, which 
recommended cutting intercol­
legiate sports.
Recently, however, Bowers has in­
dicated that he may be unsure about 
the need for intercollegiate athletics 
at UM.
Bowers told the regents this 
summer that, because the legislature
I  montanakaimin
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City public defender 
denies rumor his firm 
will not help students
Fred Van Valkenburg, city public 
defender, yesterday denied rumors 
that University of Montana students 
could not receive legal aid from his 
office.
"We w ill defend anyone who needs 
our help,” Van Valkenburg said.
He said that before his law firm as­
sumed public defender duties in July . 
a rumor was circulating among Mis­
soula lawyers that public defenders 
William Hirst and D. R. Matthews 
would not help UM students.
Hirst and Matthews retired as 
defenders, and the Missoula County 
C om m issioners appo in ted  the 
Smith, Van Valkenburg and Connors 
law firm to the vacant office.
"We heard that the defenders’ 
reasoning for denying aid was that if 
a college student could afford to go 
to school he could afford to  hire an 
attorney,” Van Valkenburg said.
He added that he did not know if 
the rumors were true.
John Conners. Van Valkenburg’s 
partner, said they do not know how 
well their predecessors performed 
their duties as public defenders.
When a person is arrested, he 
appears before a justice of the peace 
for his initial hearing, Van Valken­
burg said. If the defendant cannot af­
ford a lawyer, the court sends him to 
the public defenders, he continued.
He explained that his office checks 
the person’s financial status to make 
sure he cannot afford counsel.
If the public defenders decide the 
defendant can pay an attorney and 
rejects the case, he may be referred 
to other Missoula lawyers who have 
indicated they w ill help persons 
tu rned down by the  p ub lic  
defenders, he said.
appropriated UM much less than re­
quested, the University must con­
sider dropping entire programs, 
such as intercollegiate athletics. 
The MSU student government still
A defendant who feels he was un­
justly refused public defender 
services may petition the court fo r a 
reversal o f the ruling.
Van Valkenburg said the defenders 
determine if a defendant qualifies “ in 
a more or less arbitrary manner.”
The proposed client's salary, 
outstanding bills and number of 
dependents are considered in the 
decision, he said.
H irs t  and M a tth e w s  w ere  
unavailable for comment.
opinion
Aviation in itself is not inherently 
dangerous. But to an even greater 
degree than the sea, it is terribly 
unforgiving of any carelessness, 
incapacity or neglect,
Let Him 
Know It
It ’S EASY to say “ I love you” o r “ l care 
for you.” But it’s more difficult to prove 
it.
You know how hard it is to let your 
friend have the last piece of pizza. 
Imagine your dilemma if your sweety 
wouldn’t kiss you until you shaved off 
your moustache. Count the times 
you’ve balked from telling a buddy that 
his fly was open or a girlfriend that she 
had a goober hanging from her nose.
These are minor instances when, at 
most, only embarrassment is at stake. 
How about the sensitive, sometimes 
poignant occasions when a little love 
might save a life?
Most of us have friends who do crazy 
things, potentially dangerous feats, 
like showing how that four-barrel 
carburetor performs, drunk, on the way 
back from the Cabin Bar. Maybe you 
have listened to your roommate brag 
about driving to school in 27 hours—
1,500 miles in one shot with the help of 
amphetamines. Or maybe you have a 
buddy who does foolish things in a 
plane: prolonged stalls, dusting the 
treetops or flying in turbulent weather.
Xike. anyt friend,,these-people need 
your ear when they have something to 
talk out, your talents as a masseur 
when their muscles get sore and your 
frankness when they need advice.
And more. Somehow you have to 
give them a good kick in the ass.
It’s not the mission of this editorial to 
inform you that booze is believed to be 
a contributing factor in 25 to 50 per 
cent of all fatal traffic accidents or that 
countless numbers of good people 
have died trying to impress someone.
But be aware of YOUR role in preven­
ting a needless tragedy.
Isn’t it crass to laugh at a friend who 
gets stinking drunk on a river-rafting 
trip down the Blackfoot? And isn’t it 
plain dumb to sit mum on the back of a 
motorcycle while your friend weaves 
no-handed, 60 miles an hour through 
traffic on the 93 strip?
Somehow there is no satisfaction
merely in being able to say ‘‘I told him 
so” when you hear your good friend 
was killed in an accident involving 
drugs, alcohol or an ego trip. If you’re
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lucky enough not to have been with 
him, you still have to live with the 
notion that you might have been able to 
coax him out of those reckless ways. 
“Accident” is not a precise word for a 
misadventure subsequent to frequent 
provocation.
If you really like a person, let him 
know he is hurting YOU by taking 
chances. Let him know you want him 
around. Persevere.
Help your friends keep their zippers 
up, their noses clean. Help them stay 
alive.
Richard E. Landers
editor’s notes . . .
ABOUT 5 PER CENT of the 
Americans surveyed lied when asked if 
they do anything to conserve energy, 
according to the Federal Energy Ad­
ministration (FEA).
In a recently conducted survey, the 
FEA asked questions about what 
Americans are doing to save fuel. 
Pollsters asked questions such as: “Are 
you using fewer lights?” or “ Do you 
drive at 55 miles an hour?”
At the end of the interviews, pollsters 
asked, “Have you ever installed a 
thermidor in your automobile?” Five 
per cent answered yes, FEA 
spokesmen said.
Thermidor, as in “ lobster thermidor,” 
is a gourmet dish.
conservation Maybe Pinchot, Muir and Leopold 
all had Montana in mind
you can see lies a rugged landscape, pristine, as it was when 
first carved by the natural forces. Perhaps you are at the 
Hungry Horse Dam overlook. A massive concrete wall plugs 
the canyon where at one time a w ild river rushed to meet the 
mainstream. You are probably amazed at man’s ability to 
harness the power of running water.
In one scene you exist with the elements. In the other you 
view use of the elements. So where do those "shoes” fit?
By MATTHEW REID
MONTANA HAS A sparse human population, a blessing, 
perhaps. The state has maintained its character well undeF the 
pressures of Western Civilization. While other states were 
scarred by the abuses of an advancing culture, Montana con­
tinued to maintain its unique natural resource base. But the 
carefree days are gone. Montana is the target of ad­
vancement, "American" style.
Big Sky Country residents remain comfortable and fairly 
aloof of the problems that face them now. However, that won’t 
last long. People of the crowded corridors to the east and west 
look to Montana for their needs, be they aesthetic or 
economic. Unfortunately for Montana, people w ithin its boun­
daries, out-of-staters, and foreigners consider the state "easy 
picking'.**
A Montanan is like a barefoot child in a glass-strewn lot. The 
child needs a pair of shoes. Conservation and Land Ethic 
seem to be a pair that fit.
Monttfhan, consider your home for a moment. Maybe you 
are at the headwaters of Cooney Creek, standing on the Swan 
Divide. Albino Basin looms below you. Looking east as far as 
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Webster defines conservation as preservation—a simple, 
but incomplete definition. Early in this century lived a prophet 
of the wilderness; an -oligist of everything natural. John Muir 
sought to arouse a mystical intimacy with nature. Muir 
preached a return to wilderness. "Going to the mountains is 
going home," he would say. Muir, father of the Sierra Club, left 
us with an important principle of conservation: "In wilderness 
lies the preservation of ine world."
Gifford Pinchot, considered father of American forestry, 
was a contemporary qf Muir, an ultrarealist who extended the 
definition of conservation. Though he disagreed with Muir on 
wild-land use, claiming that "wild land is wasted land,” he 
added much to his axiom that "conservation stands fo r the 
prevention o f waste.”
Aldo Leopold celebrated life. He believed that all men could 
be basically good if they did, too.
"The celebration," he said, “gained reality when man 
realized he belonged to the environment and shared the 
dynamic of life with all living things.” In his classic collection 
of essays, A Sand County Almanac, Leopold defined 
conservation simply as "a state of harmony between man and 
the land." Leopold went further and developed the concept of 
our moral obligation to our life source, the land, by developing 
the Land Ethic.
It seems simple and logical that if you treat the resource 
right it will in turn give you years o f happiness. The wise use of 
resources, whether it be bird watching or logging, and res­
toring what is used to its natural condition, is conservation. A 
breakdown: Conservation is the opposite o f abuse, qualified 
with the word wise, marred by waste, spiced by obligation.
Montana is vulnerable to unrestrained progress. The land 
and resources are the backbone of this land. In a degraded 
state we would merely become a part o f the Mass and lose the 
individuality denoted by the name, Montana. Re-discover 
conservation. Search it out and practice it.
For your sake and for those to come, consider it an 
obligation to use your resources wisely.
Book on higher learning explodes education myths
By COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
There was a time when going to 
college was an honor,a promising 
sign, a good omen for the future. 
Jobs were plentiful for the upwardly 
mobile. College-educated people 
were thought to be bound for a better 
world, armed with the ability to think 
and analyze what they had acquired 
in college. If everyone were college 
educated, many people thought, the 
world would be a better place to live.
But Caroline Bird, author of the 
controversial book The Case Against 
College, and a college graduate 
herself, argues that these were just 
society's myths during the education 
boom of the late fifties and sixties. 
The space race with Russia was in 
progress and mass higher education 
seemed to be the hope of the future. 
But statistics in the early seventies 
show that many college graduates 
are working in factories, driving cabs 
or waiting on tables. It is not only the 
shortage of jobs which have driven 
the well-educated into manual labor, 
Bird claims. It has also become ap­
parent to some that college 
graduates are not the invaluable 
commodity they once were thought 
to be.
Why th en , B ird  w onders  
rhetorically, are so many young 
people still, flocking to college,
College Republicans reveal error on survey
A political survey made last week 
by the University of Montana College 
Republicans contained an inac­
curate statement, a member of the 
group revealed Wednesday.
Club member Kathleen Sullivan 
told 15 persons attending a College 
Republicans meeting in the 
University Center that part of one 
survey question asserted that the 
costs of state government have more 
thari tripled since 1969 under
knowing that four years of training 
won't insure them a job in their 
fields? It is partly the religion of the 
liberal arts education, Bird con­
cludes. A body of worship has come 
to surround the liberally educated 
person. No one dares to propose that 
better and more useful learning can 
be obtained Outside the university 
walls. The ideal Renaissance-style 
liberal education is an unquestioned 
good.
But Bird suggests that learning 
outside the university would be a 
better choice for as many as a third of 
the students now in college who 
came to get away from home, to be 
independent without really cutting 
off all ties or just to pass four years 
without having to take an un­
promising job.
Bird's evaluation of the college ex­
perience has been the subject of 
heated criticism by college ad­
ministrators and students.
Attacks by administrators have 
usually centered on her section 
co n c e rn in g  c o lle g e  as an 
investment. Bird contends that if a 
student took the money he spent on 
college-related expenses, added the 
money he would have earned work­
ing those four years, and put it all into 
a bank instead, by age 60 he would 
have accumulated more money than 
a college graduate who earned the
Democratic governors.
Sullivan said the question should 
have read “ d o u b le d ."  The 
Republican group released the poll 
results Tuesday with the correct 
word inserted and with no mention of 
the mistake.
Alan Robertson, another club 
member, said the survey was 
unscientific, but that he thinks it is 
par with most other polls taken at 
UM.
average yearly salary for college- 
educated workers. In other words, 
don’t do it for the money, Bird ad­
vises.
Oddly enough, an American 
Council of Education survey showed 
that more students were going to 
college to be "very well o ff" in 1974 
than in 1966, when the chances of at­
taining that goal soon after college 
were much greater.
Attacks by recent graduates have 
been harsher and more angry than 
those by administrators and profes­
sors, Bird said in an interview. "I've 
received many illiterate attacks from 
people who have just graduated from 
college, which proves my point.
"College graduates tend to feel 
that by my saying college is not all 
that good, I'm taking something 
away from them. They think if I’d only 
shut up, things about college would 
be a lot better,” Bird said.
Bird's critics have also claimed 
that college enriches the society by 
producing better citizens,but Bird 
finds this myth as invalid as the rest. 
College doesn't create bright, am­
bitious, happy, liberal people from 
nothing. The bright, ambitious, hap­
py, liberal people are the ones who 
choose to go to college. This class 
selectivity may become more 
prevalent as tuition and expenses 
rise while loan money becomes
The Republicans interviewed 295 
students last week during regis­
tration. The poll dealt with problems 
fa c in g  s ta te  and n a tio n a l 
governments.
Mark Overton, chairman of the 
College Republicans, claimed in a 
press release that the 61.4 per cent 
approval of President Gerald Ford by 
polled students shows campus sup­
port of Republican Party philosophy.
scarcer and more expensive.
For now, society uses the college
degree as a kind of first-round 
screening in picking candidates for 
the future. In many cases, Bird 
argues, a college education is 
unnecessary since most jobs require 
extensive training that a person with 
common sense could easily pick up. 
It is a kind of snobbishness which is 
based more on pretense than reality.
"The bellhop at the hotel where I 
stayed last night had a college
Oral contraceptives safer 
than pregnancy—Curry
The FDA has named oral contraceptives winner of the dangerous drug 
competition for September.
Dr. Robert Curry yesterday labeled the FDA's latest evaluation of oral 
contraceptives as "statistics, not absolutes.”
But Curry, director of the UM Health Service, claimed using oral con­
traceptives is safer than becoming pregnant.
The FDA said that women aged 40 to 44 are 5.7 times more likely to suffer 
heart attacks if they take the pill, and that for women between 30 and 39, the 
chance of a heart attack triples with pill use.
Few patients at the Health Service are between these dangerous ages, 
Curry said.
Oral contraceptives are still being prescribed at the Student Health 
Service.
Oral contraceptives are presented as a temporary solution, Curry said, 
adding that patients are encouraged to later find a permanent solution, such 
as a male vasectomy, he said.
Oral contraceptive packages warn that "abnormal blood clotting” can 
result from pill use, that not all women can use oral contraceptives and that 
the patient should be under a doctor's supervision.
The FDA requires that each patient be given a book explaining the 
medication.
Judy Irving, a female nurse that assists with gynecological examinations, 
spends an hour explaining and answering questions about oral con­
traceptives when they are prescribed to patients, Curry said.
ftSSSSSSSSftSS:
degree,” Bird said. "If a hotel can af­
ford to require their bellhops to have 
a college degree, they will. If 
everybody goes to college, you can 
demand a degree to be a bellhop. It's 
just like charging everybody a heavy 
tax for getting a job—any job.”
Bird said she hadn’t changed her 
assessment of college because of the 
reactions she has received. "College 
is fine if you want it, but it can't be 
thrust upon you. Nobody will stop 
dead if they don’t go to college.”
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Gl Bill threatened in Congress
By THE COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
Education benefits for veterans 
may soon be a thing of the past if the 
House of Representatives votes Oc­
tober 6 to repeal the Gl Bill.
Workshops on 
local government 
offered Saturday
Three workshops for Montana 
local-governm ent s tudy com ­
missions are scheduled Saturday in 
Billings, Butte and Glendive.
The subject at each will be the 
com m ission-m anager form  of 
government. The state Commission 
on Local Government said city and 
county leaders would attend. The 
commission said the commission- 
manager system is the fastest-grow­
ing form of local government in the 
nation.
The House Veterans Affairs Com­
mittee recently voted to end Gl Bill 
benefits for G l’s who enlist after Dec. 
30, 1975. The bill is scheduled to 
come to the House floor on Oct. 6.
“With the end of the Vietnam 
wartime period, it is appropriate to 
terminate the current educational 
readjustm ent p rogram ," the 
Veterans Affairs Committee report 
said.
Gl students currently receive a 
monthly minimum of $270 which 
covers tuition and other expenses. 
Cutting off veterans' benefits would 
save the government $1.5 billion in 
the next five years, according to the 
committee report.
The bill has already come under 
heavy fire. “This bill would virtually 
guarantee that the products of our 
volunteer military will be under- 
educated and under-employed,"
said Reps. Robert Cornell, D-Wis., 
and Robert Edgar, D-Pa., dissenting 
members of the Veterans Affairs 
Committee.
Pro-GI Bill forces have been 
bolstered by several education 
organizations and veterans groups. 
"Eliminating the veterans programs 
is a slap in the face of every low-in­
come veteran who couldn’t afford 
college on his own,” said a spokes­
man for the American Association of 
State Colleges and Universities.
"We are totally against that bill," 
agreed Charlie Garefinger, director 
of the National Association of 
Concerned Veterans. “ It is a serious 
threat to the concept of voluntary 
armed services."
Garefinger urged all veterans to 
make their positions on the issue 
known to their congressional 
representatives immediately.
news briefs
goings on
•  Microbiology seminar, address 
by Dr. Robert Philip, Rocky Moun­
tain Lab, noon today, Health Science 
411.
•  Lutheran Student Movement, 7 
tonight, Lifeboat of the Ark, 532 
University Ave.
•  Wesley Foundation, address by 
Sister Rosemary Miller, “The Self 
and Community," 5 p.m. Sunday, 
Wesley House. Dinner, 50 cents.
•  UM Fencing Club, beginning 
fencing enrollment, 7 to 9 p.m. Mon­
days and Wednesdays, field house.
•  UM Toushi Kai Tae Kwon-do 
Club. Korean karate demonstration 
and sign-up, 7:30 p.m. Monday, field 
house.
• Consciousness Raising for 
Women, 7:30 p.m. Monday, Women’s 
Resource Center. For more in­
formation call Nancy Nichols, 728- 
9493.
•  Peace C orps, placement 
interviews, Monday through Friday. 
Contract Placement Services for. 
more information.
UNIVERSITY
CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
(405 University Ave.)
©
9:30 Worship with 
Discussion, 
Church School 
10:30 Coffee Hour 
11:00 Worship and 
Child Care
A FELLOWSHIP 
OF
BELIEVERS & SEEKERS 
—We We/come You—
CENTER COURSES 
Auto Mechanics 
Bike Touring
T.V. & Stereo 
Electronics 
Guitar—Recorder
Photography 
Beg. & Adv.
Seminar
classes—Oct. 6th
Faculty members to participate 
in Native American conference
Four members of the University of 
Montana faculty will participate this 
weekend in a conference on Native- 
American values being held in Sun 
Valley, Idaho.
The conference, which begins 
today, is titled “Native American 
Thought and the Future of America: 
A Cross-Cultural Dialogue."
Joseph Brown, chairman of the 
religious studies department at UM 
and co-chairman of the three-day 
event, w ill address the conference 
and serve on discussion panels.
Also slated to speak from UM are 
Henrietta Whiteman, director, and
Gary Niles Kimble, assistant profes­
sor of Native American studies.
Whiteman will lecture on Native 
American education, and Kimble will 
speak on reservation sovereignty 
and legal m atters o f Native 
Americans.
Bruce Barton, an art instructor at 
UM and former director of the Native 
American art program here, also will 
speak at the conference.
The conference is sponsored by 
the Sun Valley Center for the Arts 
and Hum anities, * a n on -p ro fit 
educational institute, as part of its 
“ Institute of the American West.”
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A Spokane firm has been awarded close to a $500,000 contract to find a 
better way to strip rAine western coal. The U.S. Bureau of Mines awarded the 
contract to the R. A. Hanson Co. to develop new techniques to increase coal 
production while reducing costs. The contract is for finding better ways to 
remove overburden over coal deposits and to reduce the amount of material 
rehandling that is necessary.
The House Intelligence Committee voted yesterday to subpoena Secre­
tary of State Henry Kissinger to turn over a secret memorandum on the 1974 
Cyprus crisis. Chairman Otis Pike, D-N.Y., said the committee voted 9 to 2 to 
issue a subpoena to obtain a memorandum alleging state department mis­
management of the crisis.
Most teachers in the Billings school system boycotted classes yesterday, 
the first day of a strike called by the Billings Education Association over 
negotiations for a new contract. Paul O’Hare, superintendent of schools in 
Billings, said some classes were without teachers early in the day but enough 
substitutes were available by afternoon to provide nearly a complete staff. A 
negotiating session, with a state mediator present, is scheduled for this 
afternoon.
Republicans and gas-state Democrats won a temporary victory yesterday 
as the Senate refused to kill a proposal that would end price controls on 
natural gas over the next five years. The 50 to 45 vote against a motion that 
would have killed the amendment indicated at least half of the Senate wants to 
remove price controls at the same time that it passes legislation to avert a gas 
shortage this winter.
Worden’s Is Still Your
KEG HEADQUARTERS! 
Plenty of Ice Cold 8 & 16 Gallon Kegs 
In Stock At All Times 
Open ’til 
Midnight 
Corner of 
Higgins & Spruce
CONNIE’S
LOUNGE
130 WEST PINE
WELCOMES BACK 
UM STUDENTS
Lunch Daily, 11 am-3 pm
TACO
TIM E
Pan and Poker 
1 pm till whenever
Cocktails Reasonably Priced i
©VOLK
COMBINATION 
DINNERS
HAMBURGERS:
Regular 300 
All American 700
(quarter pound)
Super Star $1.40
(half pound)
Also Try
The New Drive-In Window
Highway 93 — South Avenue and Russell
V E T E R A N S
Finish college with more than a degree
When you finish Army ROTC along w ith four years o f college, 
you get a commission as an Army officer along w ith a college 
degree.
You’ll also earn up to $2,500 in your last two years. Plus you ’ll get 
some practical experience in leadership and management that can 
help earn you an important job in civilian life, too.
Today’s economic conditions project a decreasing civilian job market in most technical and professional fields. 
We have opportunities for junior officers in the following specialties that are forecast for several years:
Air Defense Artillery 
Armor
Reid Artillery
Infantry
Engineer
Combat Communications-Electronics 
Fixed Telecommunications Systems 
Club Mgt
Communications-Electronics Engineering
*  Law Enforcement
*  Tactical/Strategic Intelligence
*  Counterintelligence
*  Cryptology
*  Personnel Administration
*  Food Mgt
*  General Troop Support Materiel Mgt
*  Communications-Electronics Materiel Mgt
*  Finance
*  Audio-Visual Instructional Technology
*  Missile Materiel Mgt
*  Munitions Materiel Mgt
*  Tank & Ground Mobility Materiel Mgt
*  Armament Materiel Mgt
*  Aviation Materiel Mgt
*  Marine and Terminal Operations
*  Petroleum Mgt
*  Chemical
* Highway-Rail Operations
Annual salaries begin at $10,000 plus benefits.
If you qualify, we’ll pay you $100 a month for the next two years of school to continue your education, while earning a 
baccalaureate degree of your choice and an officer’s commission through the Army ROTC Program. Veteran benefits 
are in addition to the $100 allowance and you may also compete for a full scholarship.
Take a look at your future and compare it with Army ROTC.
ARMY, NAVY, AIR FORCE, AND MARINE CORPS VETERANS ARE ELIGIBLE
For More Information on Army ROTC & Your future, Drop In Men’s Gym Room 102
or Call Prof, of Military Science—243-2681
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Renovation 
to start later 
than planned
Renovation of the old University of 
Montana library will not start in 
November, as was reported in the 
Montana Kaimin Tuesday.
UM staff architect Wally Roberts 
said yesterday the architect's plans 
would not be submitted* for review 
until the middle of December, 
instead of November as was 
originally planned.
The plans will then be reviewed by 
the University Physical Plant and 
several state agencies to see whether 
the plans meet state health, fire and 
construction requirements. The 
review process takes two to three 
weeks, Roberts said.
After the plans are reviewed, they 
will be returned to the architects for 
alteration.
The project will be advertised for 
bidding soon after its examination 
and approval by the State Board of 
Examiners, Roberts said. The bids 
should be awarded in the middle of 
March and construction should start 
soon after that, he said.
Roberts said he. was reluctant to 
give an exact schedule because 
missed dates, such as the bid date, 
could throw the schedule off by 
months or even a year.
The bid date is that date each mon­
th, established by the State 
Department of Administration, when 
construction companies may submit 
bids on a project. If the bid date 
passes before the project is ready to 
be bid, it must wait until the next bid 
date. In the meantime, costs and 
other factors affecting construction 
may change.
Mass transit petition gets strong response
The response to the petition drive for a mass transit system is “fantastic,” 
said Prudence Smith, coordinator for the drive.
Thursday was the first day the Citizens’ Advisory Committee on Mass Tran- 
sit circulated petitions at area shopping centers. Response was so great, 
Smith said, that additional petitions had to be taken to the centers.
If enough signatures are obtained during the drive, the petitions will be 
presented to the county commissioners, Smith explained. The object of the 
petition is the creation of a transportation district through a public vote. The 
commissioners would either present the issue in a special election or it would 
appear on the April 1976 ballot.
With the voters’ consent, the county commissioners, with some city council 
members, would be authorized to create a three-member transportation 
board. This board would then hire a transit director and begin the process of 
obtaining federal funds to purchase transportation equipment.
9,000 Signatures
The advisory committee hopes to gather at least 9,000 signatures, Smith 
said. No tally has been made of the signatures because the committee was 
late getting the petitions into circulation, she said.
The Oct. 15 goal for completion of the drive will be extended a week or two 
because of the late start, Smith noted. The drive began Sunday.
According to Smith, interest in the mass transit system has been especially 
strong among the mill workers and downtown employes who are looking 
forward to riding the buses rather than driving to work.
The advisory committee will meet Wednesday with management and union 
leaders of White Pine Sash and Door Co., Intermountain Co., Van-Evan Co. 
and Hoerner Waldorf Corp. The committee is seeking the firms’endorsement 
for the transit system and approval to circulate petitions at the mills.
District Boundaries
Smith said the transit district includes Bonner, East Missoula, the Missoula 
urban area, the Wheeler Village area and along U.S. 10 from Missoula to the 
Hoerner Waldorf mill.
Registered voters who live within the district may sign the petition at the 
following stores from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.: Buttrey Foods, Tremper Shopping 
Center; Gibson Discount Center, 700 S.W. Higgins; Missoula Mercantile, 
Higgins and Front; Safeway Foods, 10 W. Broadway; Skaggs Drug Center,
Holiday Village Shopping Center; Tempo, Eastgate Shopping Center and the 
4B’s Mall, Holiday Village Shopping Center.
Tables will be set up Thursday, Friday and Monday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in 
the following banks: Western Montana National Bank, 248 N. Higgins Ave.;
Southside National Bank, 910 Brooks St.; First State Bank, Fairway Shopping 
Center, and the First National Bank, 101 E. Front St.
In addition, Smith said, posters and petitions will be available in every build­
ing on the University of Montana campus.
Smith said the drive is going to be too much work for the Retired Senior 
Volunteer Program and the 15 high school students who have volunteered to 
staff the petition tables. She urged anyone interested in helping create a tran­
sit system in Missoula to call 728-7682.
BOOTS
CENTER
COURSES
Creative
Stitchery
Crocheting
Knitting
Macrame
Needlepoint
Weaving
brochures at uc 
classes—Oct. 6th
HIKER II
"Professionally designed 
and carefully constructed 
for mountaineering, climb­
ing and hiking with heavy 
packs of over 25 pounds.DEXIERI1Y
LARGE
SELECTION
OF
B O O T S
IN LOTS OF
SIZES
Sj s
t SIZES 4 to It  WIDTHS AA TO EEEE k
^424 S. HIGGINS MISSOULA, MONTANA 5W-4IT^j
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LEARN
TAE-KWON-DO 
(Korean Karate)
PROFESSIONAL 3RD DEGREE 
BLACK-BELT INSTRUCTOR
inside “Bargain House”
728-5970 3101 Russell 728-5135 I
More Food for Your Money!!
Ron’s Top Notch Special 
Friday, Saturday, Sunday 
October 3, 4, 5
We help you hike around 
town with the greatest of 
ease and the greatest of 
Dexters. Rugged and 
ready-for-anything 
leathers with long wearing 
lug soles. And, they feel 
as good as they look. 
Men’s Women’s
$28.95 $26.95
OGG’S SHOES
236 N. Higgins
Open Mon. & Fri. 'til nine
3 PIECE CHICKEN DINNER
W/FRIES AND TOAST 9“
2710 Brooks
Register Now For FREE 16 and 
8 Gallon Kegs, and a TAPPER 
Keg To Be Given Away Oct. 15. 
No Purchase R eq u ired . 
Register Every Time You're In.
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DOONESBURY
by G arry  Trudeau Day Care seeks parent participation
YOU KNOW, PHRED, I  
WISH HO COULD HAVE 
, UVED TO SEE ALL THIS. 
‘  HOW HE LOVED SAIGON 
:  IN  THE SPRING'
• /
1 M  SURE HE KNOWS OF 
OUR VICTORY, SIR. UNCLE 
HO MAY HAVE GONE TO 
HIS MAKER, BUT HE'S 
VERY MUCH WITH
US TODAY! \
Increased parent involvement is 
necessary for the UM Day Care 
program to continue, says Day Care 
coordinator Pat Godbout.
Only eight of about 80 student- 
parents involved in Day Care 
attended last night’s meeting when 
parent committees were set up to 
take charge of budgeting and 
programming services.
Godbout encouraged the budget 
committee to investigate all possible 
ways to reduce parents' Day Care 
costs.
She said that the budgeting group 
must begin now to establish student- 
parent involvement and support in 
asking fo r future Day Care ASUM 
funds.
“ If the parents want Day Care, 
they’ll have to fight for it before Cen­
tral Board,*’ she said.
Student-parents must stress the 
importance of Day Care to receive 
support, Godbout said.
Carrie Hahn, a member of the 
ASUM Day Care Committee, said 
that in past budgeting sessions, CB 
has generally supported the concept 
of Day Care, but it failed to see the 
need for the requested budget. Last 
year Day Care requested $19,915 
from ASUM but received only 
$16,972.
The budget committee w ill decide 
how to spend the center's $63,000 
budget, which includes money from 
the state Department of Social and 
Rehabilitative Services, ASUM and 
parents’ fees.
Day Care social worker Blanch 
Allen told parents at the meeting that 
Day Care was a learning and 
socia liza tion  experience fo r 
children.
It’s "not just a babysitting service,” 
she said, in response to parent re­
quests that children attend for less 
than the four hour sessions that the 
program operates.
Allen said you must work at least 
four hours a day with each child to be 
effective.
Cynthia Fudge, a Day Care 
teacher, said parents are not bring­
ing children when scheduled ses­
sions begin, but are arriving at 
different times each day, more 
convenient to the parent’s own 
schedule.
Godbout said the new Program 
Committee will study the possibility 
of a lunch program for Day Care 
operation. She said Day Care is 
almost certain of receiving U.S. 
Department of Agriculture funds to
support a lunch program, but im­
p le m e n ta tio n  w o u ld  re q u ire  
cooperation from the* Food Service 
where the lunches would be 
prepared.
At the present time, Godbout said, 
parents provide sack lunches, and 
snacks are provided by the USDA.
Speech and hearing tests, spon­
sored by School District 1, w ill be 
given to Day Care children sometime 
this quarter, Godbout told parents. 
She also said students in Hellgate 
High School’s Child Development 
classes will be observing center 
children throughout the quarter.
The center is located at 626 Eddy.
OH,
PHRED.. S IR ?
PHRED.. I
I
DO I  HAVE 
TO REMIND OH,
YOU WE'RE RIGHT.
GODLESS?! SORRY.
Student leaders..
•  Cont. from p. 1
appropriates about $100,000 a year 
to intercollegiate athletics, but 
ASMSU’s Finance Committee has 
recently been trying to reduce that 
appropriation.
The latest action on the issue by 
the regents was a Sept. 8 decision to 
define intercollegiate athletics as a 
university program, meaning that the 
program would be funded like 
academic departments.
Earlier this week, Nockleby'said 
the decision means student 
government no longer has a voice in 
deciding the level and types of 
intercollegiate sports in which 
schools will participate.
Calling the decision premature, he 
said, “Any determination whether 
athletics are student programs or 
university programs should have 
been p o s tp o n e d  u n t i l  th e y  
determined if it’s feasible to have 
intercollegiate athletics at all.”
Difference in Approach
However, the regents are studying 
athletics the other way around, try-
ing to determine whether it's feasible 
not to have intercollegiate athletics 
at all.
The difference in approach 
surfaced in debate yesterday as Noc­
kleby ' called for cutbacks in 
intercollegiate athletics because the 
cost is not justified by benefit to 
students.
Pettit, Lewis and Parac called for 
m aintenance o f the program  
because there is no clear justification 
for a cutback.
“You can’t really lay a finger on 
athletics.. . .  Not enough is known,” 
Lewis said.
But neither Pettit, Lewis nor Parac 
responded when Nockleby asked 
them to discuss the benefits of 
athletics to the student body.
If the main benefit is athletic 
development, Nockleby asked, then 
why does .UM not contribute a 
substantial amount of money to 
athletics, such as sports clubs, that 
include a larger number of students.
After a pause, Parac changed the 
subject.
I^PhSteakVbur 
Claim...
Top Sirloin...Filet
Teriyaki...New York 
Sirloin Kibob... 
Prime Rib
only $495
$7.95 Lob-Steak
Choose from Top Sirloin, Filet, Teriyaki, 
New York. Or try Sirloin Kebobs or Prime 
Rib. All for only $4.95. Tie into a 
Miner-Sized Cut for only $5.95. Plus your 
choice of salads from our Miner's Salad 
Wagon, seasoned Miner’s Toast and 
baked potato. Unbelievable until you’ve 
tried it— truly unbeatable once you have.
Steak House £  Lounge
1210 WEST BROADWAY11 ••nnrrtv »»»«• «•••» i . - n < »«»>>
COMPLETE
MACRAME
BEADS
DECOUPAGE
CANDLES
CRAFT SHOP
STAMP AND 
COIN SUPPLIES
GAMES AND 
JOKE ITMES 
MAGIC
8 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
HOBBIETOWN
i
i
i
i
i
i
75‘ PITCHERS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 11 am-6 pm 
— AND — BEER!
SUNDAY
$1.00 Pitchers 1 pm-8 pm 
V 2 Price Pool All 
Day & All Night.
i
i
i
i
i
i
n ©
MONDAY
$1.00 Pitchers 11 am-6 pm 
V2 Price Pool All 
Day & All Night.
Eight Ball Billiards
3101 Russell
WE’VE GOT MOST KINDS.
ON SPECIAL: KEGS:
COUNTRY CLUB $1.45 8 gal. $14.40
COLT 45 $1.45 Itfgal. $24.40
AS ALWAYS: Please order a day
BURGIE $1.19 ahead o f  time.
FREDDY’S 
FEED & READ
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS 1221-3 HELEN AVENUE 728-9964  
GROCERY STORE HOURS: 9-10 MONDAY SATURDAY; 11-7 SUNDAY
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S Free booklet on church and state
| Religious book available
Persons concerned with the 
relationship of church and state will 
be able to find out local views in a 
free booklet published by the Bureau 
of Government Research (BGR) at 
the University of Montana.
Howard Schwartz, BGR project 
coordinator at UM, said the booklet, 
Should Religious Values Influence 
Politics?, includes edited versions of 
a series of public discussions held in 
early 1974 by the Montana Forum on 
Church and State.
The forum, an ad hoc committee 
composed of clergymen, professors 
and citizens was sponsored under a 
grant from the Montana Committee 
for the Humanities.
Schwartz said the main objective 
of the discussions was "to encourage 
and enhance public discussions and 
public education on church-state is­
sues and on the role of human values 
in politics.*'
Articles in the booklet include dis­
cussions on such topics as:
•  Church and state.
•• Abortion.
•  Amnesty.
•  Effects of churches on women.
•  Religion and political morality.
•  Religion and the environment.
Copies of the publication may be
obtained without charge from 
Schwartz at the political science 
department or by calling 243-5202.
State receives HEW money 
to educate the handicapped
By RICHARD KAUDY
Montana Kaimln Managing Editor
Montana has been awarded 
$385,484 from the Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare 
(HEW) to improve educational op­
portunities for the handicapped.
The award is part of a $200 million 
grant from HEW to the states and to 
special programs during fiscal year 
1975.
Special Education Supervisor 
Larry Holmquist, working out of the 
Superintendent of Public Instruction 
office in Helena, said $200,000 of 
Montana's share of the grant would 
go for state administrative purposes 
with the remaining funds divided 
among the five regional therapy 
centers.
The centers are located in Mis­
soula, Helena, Glendive, Billings and 
Great Falls.
Of the $200,000, Holmquist said, 
$47,000 will go for staff in the 
Superintendent of Public Instruction 
office with the rest going to staffs of 
the five regional centers.
The remaining $185,484 will go to 
special projects "on a project by pro­
ject basis,'* Holmquist said.
The project money is intended to 
seek out the severely handicapped 
who do not receive education from 
the public school system.
"Our intent is to serve those 
children denied the right to normal 
education or those,not being served 
by public schools," Holmquist said.
In the Missoula region, seven such
children are currently under therapy, 
according to Mike Fredrickson, 
director of the Title III Severely Han­
dicapped Program in Missoula.
Even though the program has been 
operating six weeks, he said, "we're 
still trying to find the hidden kids."
The HEW money will supplement 
Title IIJ money, Fredrickson said, ad­
ding that the state of Montana has 
invested nearly $1 million for the 
special services program.
The state legislature budgeted $19 
m illion  last year fo r special 
educational services affecting 17,000 
children, Fredrickson said.
The HEW money will expand 
already existing programs for the 
severely handicapped, Fredrickson 
said, but it w ill not initiate any new 
ones.
Admission test study aids thrive 
as law school applications increase
As competition for entrance into 
the nation's law schools stiffens, the 
number of available study guides for 
the Law School Admission Test 
(LSAT) increases.
Most students preparing for the 
test, according to one University of 
Montana law student, depend 
primarily on the sample test 
p rob lem s p ro v id e d  by the  
Educational Testing Service, ad­
ministrators of the LSAT.
The UM Bookstore reports that 
The Pre-Law Handbook, an ad­
ditional study guide published by 
ETS, has sold about 150 copies dur­
ing the past year. The book sells for 
$3.50 and can be ordered by students 
when applying for the LSAT.
Like most law schools the UM law 
school considers the applicant's 
LSAT score and grade point average 
when making its admission 
decisions, Dorothy Paxson, law 
school legal secretary, said.
Minimum requirements for poten-
tial law school freshmen, she said, 
are a score of 450 on the LSAT and a 
grade point average of 2.2 for in-state 
students, a 600 score and grade point 
of 3.0 for out-of-state students. The 
LSAT score is based on 800 possible 
points.
Paxson said minimum scores do 
not insure admission to the law 
school. Of the 94 students who were 
accepted at UM this year, the 
average score was 614 on the LSAT, 
with a GPA of 3.29.
Following this month’s LSAT, ETS 
will provide the Pre-Law Handbook 
with the test application and sample 
questions as part of the $13 LSAT 
registration fee, according to Sandra 
Muckelston, assistant law school 
dean.
The UM Associated Students'
Store sells two books that, according 
to the books* covers, put the student 
in a “test situation," comparable to 
LSAT itself. Fifty copies have been 
sold this year, a bookstore employe 
said. Both books sell for $5.95.
A brochure published by PreTest 
Service, Inc., available on a table at 
the law school entrance, offers a 
sample test for $12. The brochure 
states that its test is "scientifically 
and professionally designed" and 
meant to be like “a 'dress rehearsal* 
for the actual exam.”
Paxson said average LSAT scores 
for accepted UM law school ap­
plicants have been increasing by 
about 10 points a year. Muckelston 
said new courses and books will be 
designed to meet applicants* 
demands for aids in improving LSAT 
scores.
Montana’s Largest Selection 
of Quality Pipes 
and Tobaccos
Pipe Repairs
136 E on A ll Makes
Broadway J h j L f o t L  549-2181
LET US •
COMFORT J 
YOU! •
We Offer a Complete ®  
Inventory of Pillows, •
Bean Bags, Contemporary Modular Seating Com­
ponents, Ideas for Interior Living Environments! Quality 
Products. Prompt Delivery and Personalized Service.
FOOSBALL
OPEN DOUBLES 
TOURNAMENT
Oct. 12 
7:00 p.m.
UC Rec Center
$1.75 Entry Fee
Sponsored by 
Program Services
25% OFF
ALL MUSICAL MERCHANDISE  
WITH THIS AD
BITTERROOT MUSIC
200 S. 3rd W. 728-1957
728-
4189 Posl|Ri||c)w 227 W. Front
z
CLASSES START 
OCTOBER 6
SAPPMRC 
RTMHCD GLASS
345 W. Front /■
1
li
J
VARSITY BOWLING TRY-OUTS
Women and Men
(Freshpeople Welcome)
TUESDAY 
OCTOBER 7 
4 P.M.
University Center 
Lanes
★ 2 oz. Jose Cuervo Tequila
★ Ju ice from one lime (or 2 tbsp.)
★ 1 tsp. sugar
★ 2 dashes orange bitters
★ White of one egg
★ A  glass is quite helpful, too.
JOSE CUERVO* TEQUILA. 80 PROOF.
IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY ©1975, HEUBLEIN. INC., HARTFORD. CONN.
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FREE! Get your copy o f TEAM’s new  catalog.
Pick your prize from  124  pages o f audio /e lectron ic gear. |  
9COVER PAGESP. 1 —Panasonic RQ-309ASPortable Cassette Recorder 
P. 2—Panasonic RQ-309AS
Portable Cassette Recorder 
P. 3 —Panasonic RQ-309AS
Portable Cassette Recorder
MUSIC SYSTEMS
P. 4—Sansui 221/BSR/ATL Award 
Stereo system
P. 5—Sansui 331/BSR/ATL Award 
Stereo System
P. 6—Kenwood/BSR/ATL Award 
Stereo System
P. 7 —Pioneer/BSR/ATL Atlantis 
Stereo System
P. 8— Kenwood/Philips/Stanton/ 
Marantz Stereo System
P. 9 —Marantz/BlC/Shure/BIC 
Venturi Stereo System
P. 10—Sansui/Dual/Stanton/ATL 
Atlantis Stereo System
P. 11—Pioneer/BIC/Shure/Stark 
Stereo System
P. 12—Marantz/Pioneer/Stanton/ 
BIC Venturi Stereo System
P. 13—Pioneer/Philips/Altec/Micro 
Acoustics Stereo System
P. 14—Marantz/Pioneer/Audio 
Technica/ATL Atlantis 
Quad System
P. 15—Sansui/Dual/Audio Technica/ 
Pioneer Quad System
COMPACT MUSIC SYSTEMS 
P. 16—Pioneer AM/FM/Phono/
8-track Player
P. 17—Sony AM/FM/Phono 
P. 18—Panasonic 8015 AM/FM/
Phono/Cassette Recorder 
P. 19—Sanyo AM/FM/Phono/8-
track Recorder 
P. 20—Sanyo AM/FM/Phono/
Cassette Recorder 
P. 21—Soundesign AM/FM/Phono
(w/o speakers)
P. 22—Midland 8-track Player
RECEIVERS
P. 23—Sansui 221 Stereo Receiver 
P. 24—Sansui 661 Stereo Receiver 
P. 25-Kenwood KR-2400 Stereo
Receiver
P. 26—Kenwood KR-5400 Stereo 
Receiver
P. 27—Marantz 2240 Stereo 
Receiver
P. 28-P ioneer SX-434 Stereo 
Receiver
P. 29—Pioneer SX-939 Stereo 
Receiver
P. 3 0 - Sansui QRX-5001 Quad 
Receiver
P. 31—Kenwood KR-8840 Quad 
Receiver
P. 32—Marantz 4240 Quad Receiver
SEPARATES
P. 33—Sansui TU-4400 Tuner/ 
AU-4400 Amplifier
P. 34—Kenwood KT-1300G Tuner/ 
KA-1400G Amplifier
P. 35—Marantz 1070 Amplifier/112 
Tuner
P. 36—Pioneer TX-7500 Tuner/ 
SA-75OO Amplifier
TURNTABLES 
P. 3 7 - BIC 960 Turntable with
Base. Oustcover & Cartridge 
P. 38 -B S R  2620DLX Turntable 
P. 39—Dual 1228 Turntable with
Base. Dustcover & Cartridge 
P. 40—Technics SL-1500 Turntable 
P. 41—Pioneer PL-15D/II Turntable 
P. 42—Philips GA-427 Turntable
P. 57—BIC/Venturi (2) Formula 
2 Loudspeakers
P. 58—ALTEC (2) Model One 
Loudspeakers
P. 59-S ansu i (2) LM-110 
Loudspeakers
P. 6 0 - Pioneer (2) CS-44G 
Loudspeakers
P. 61—Stark (2) SR-1 Loudspeakers 
P. 62—ATL/AtlantiS (2) 4a
Loudspeakers
P. 63-ATL/Atlantis (2) 7 
Loudspeakers
P. 6 4 - Marantz (2) 5G 
Loudspeakers
P. 6 5 -  ATL/Atlantis Column 1 
(2) Loudspeakers
P. 66-U ta h  CD-8JXC-3 8 "3-way 
Speaker
HIGH-END COMPONENTS
P. 67—Pioneer TX-9500 Tuner 
P. 68—Sansui TU-9900 Tuner 
P. 69—Shure 3009-S2 Tone Arm 
P. 70—Altec (2) 878B Loudspeaker
BLANK TAPE & TAPE 
ACCESSORIES 
P. 82-M axe ll UD-35-90B 
P. 83—Studio +7"x 2400 'Open 
Reel Tape
P. 8 4 - Bib 20 Tape Cleaning Kit 
TELEPHONE AIDS 4 • 
ANSWERING DEVICES
P. 85—Monaco MTA-1 Phone 
Accessory
MICROPHONES
P. 103—Shure 515SA Microphone
SCANNERS
P. 104—Regency ACT-C4 Scanner 
P. 105-M id land  13-919 Scanner 
P. 106—Antenna Specialists MON-2
Mobile Antenna.
jcS<g<p;» [|fp
CARTRIDGES 
P. 43—Stanton 500EE Stereo
Cartridge
P. 44—QDC-1 Cartridge from 
Micro Acoustics
AUDIO ACCESSORIES 
P. 45—Discwasher System 
P. 46—Mura 25' Coiled Headphone
Extension Cord
GENERAL PRODUCT 
INFORMATION
P. 47—Panasonic RQ-309AS
Portable Cassette Recorder
P. 48—Panasonic RQ-309AS
Portable Cassette Recorder
P. 49—Panasonic RQ-309AS
Portable Cassette Recorder
P. 50—Panasonic RQ-309AS
Portable Cassette Recorder
P. 51 —Panasonic RQ-309AS
Portable Cassette Recorder
RADIOS
P. 71—Emerson FP-23 Portable 
Radio
P. 72—Midland 10-545 Multiband 
Portable Radio
P. 73-S o n y  TFM-9450W Table 
Radio
P. 74-Kendale R-918 Clock Radio 
P. 75—Emerson R-5003 Clock
Radio
HOME SECURITY PRODUCTS 
P. 76—Mallory DC-powered Smoke
Alarm
INTERCOM SYSTEMS 
P. 77—Fanon AC-3 2-station
Intercom
PUBLIC ADDRESS/SOUND 
PRODUCTS
P. 78—Bogen 20-watt Public 
Address Amplifier
TAPE RECORDERS
P. 86—Panasonic RQ-309AS 
Portable Cassette Tape 
Recorder
P. 87-C ra ig  2625 Portable
Cassette Tape Recorder
P. 88—Sanyo M-2422 Cassette 
Recorder with A M /F M / 
Portable Radio
P. 89—Superscope CRS-2000
Stereo Cassette Recorder 
with AM/FM/Portable Radio
P. 90—Panasonic RQ-830S Portable 
8-track Player
CITIZEN BAND RADIOS & 
ACCESSORIES
P. 107—Johnson 123A 23-channel 
Mobile CB Transceiver
P. 108-Pace CB-123A 23-channel 
Mobile CB Transceiver
P. 109-M idland 13-862B 23-channel 
Mobile CB Transceiver
P. 110—Midland 13-123 Hand Held 
Walkie Talkies (2)
P. 111-Johnson 250-49-1 CB 
Antenna Matchbox
P. 112—Antenna Specialists M-176 
Mobile CB Antenna
\
X
I
I
<
ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS
P. 79—Corvus Memory Calculator 
P. 80—Texas Instruments Scientific
Calculator
P. 81 —Corvus Checkbook 
Calculator
TAPE DECKS 
P. 91-P ioneer H-22 8-track
Play Deck
P. 92—Panasonic RS-844US Quad 
8-track Play Deck
P. 93-S o n y  TC-228 8-track 
Recorder Deck
P. 9 4 - Pioneer CTF-2121 Cassette 
Deck
P. 95—Pioneer CTF-6161 Cassette 
Deck
P. 96 -S ony TC-117 Cassette Deck 
P. 97—AkaiGXC-39D Cassette Deck 
P. 98-Teac A-400 Cassette Deck 
P. 9 9 - Sony TC-280 Reel to Reel
Deck
P. 100-P ioneer RT-1011/L Reel 
to Reel Deck
P. 101-A kai 4000DS Reel to Reel 
Deck
P. 102-Teac A-2300S Reel to Reel 
Deck
AUTO AUDIO
P. 113-Craig 3138 8-track Auto 
Tape Player
P. 114-Craig 3513 8-track Auto 
Tape Player (with FM)
P. 1 1 5 -Pioneer KP-212 Cassette 
Auto Tape Player
P. 116—Sanyo FT-1001 8-track Auto 
Tape Player
P. 117-Audiovox ID-300 In-dash
AM/FM Stereo Push-button 
Radio
AUTO AUDIO SPEAKERS 
P. 118-ATL/Atlantis 5C20 Speakers 
P. 119-Craig 9425 Speakers 
AUTO AUDIO ACCESSORIES 
P. 120-Audiovox FMC-1C
FM Converter
P. 121—Kustom Kreation 422 
Stereo Speaker Switch
INDEX AND COVER PAGES 
P. 122—Panasonic RQ-309AS
Portable Cassette Recorder
P. 123—Panasonic RQ-309AS
Portable Cassette Recorder
P. 124—Panasonic RQ-309AS
Portable Cassette Recorder
HEADPHONES
P. 52—PioneerSE-405 Headphones 
P. 53—Koss PRO 4AA Headphones 
P. 54—Stanton 40 Headphones
FREE for the  
ask ing w hile  
quantities  
last!
LOUDSPEAKERS 
P. 55-ATL/Award (2) 101 
Loudspeakers 
P. 5 6 -  BIC/Venturi (2) 
Formula 4 
Loudspeakers
T he D ream  B ook  is  here!
Gorgeous color and black & white photos show the 
industry’s most wanted audio and electronic equip­
m ent The big brand names, the full range of features 
and prices! It’s a book you’ll want to keep out and 
handy. Use it to learn about the latest equipment, 
to compare specs — or just to dream!
Your dreams could come true sooner than you 
expect. Just enter TEAM’s CATALOG DREAM- 
STAKES. Listed above are all of the 124 prizes to 
be given away during this catalog promotion. There’ll 
be one from every page. Enter as often as you like! 
See official rules on this page. ELECTRONICS
1 9 7 6  TEAM CATALOG 
DREAMSTAKES OFFICIAL RULES -  
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
-1. To enter, write the number of the DREAMSTAKES you wish
in the space provided on the official entry form available at TEAM 
Electronics or on a plain piece of 3" x 5” paper.
2. Hand print your name, address, city, state. ZIP Code and phone number 
on the entry form or facsimile.
3. Enter as often as you wish, but you may enter only one DREAMSTAKES 
per official entry-form or facsimile.
4. Winners will be selected in random drawings from entries for the DREAM- 
STAKES by an independent judging organization whose decisions are 
final. Only one prize to a family. Liability for taxes is the sole responsibility 
o f the individual winners.
5. Last official date for entry is Saturday. November 1. 1975.
6. The contest is open to all entrants except employees and their families 
of TEAM Electronics. TEAM Central. Incorporated or its advertising 
agencies. Contest is subject to all Federal. State and local laws. Contest 
is void in Idaho and Missouri and wherever prohibited, restricted or taxed.
7. For a list of winners, send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to TEAM 
Central. Incorporated. "Winners list". P.O. Box 9445. Minneapolis. 
MN 55440.
There are over 100 TEAM CENTERS. Here are the addresses of the ones nearby.
1208 West Kent 
549-4119
Next to Southside 
State Liquor Store 
549-4119
Across From Tremper 
Shopping Center 
549-4119
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Theses from library file Work-study jobs said easy to find 
mysteriously disappear
The UM library theses collection is dwindling and Marie Habener, reserve 
book librarian, doesn’t seem to know why.
At one time 84 theses were missing although a number have been replaced 
in the loan file from copies maintained in a library locked case, she said.
Habener said some thesis file  cards are also missing although she was 
unable to estimate the exact number.
How the documents disappear is a mystery, she said; as only graduate 
students and faculty are allowed to check theses out of the library fo r a two- 
week period.
Undergraduates are not allowed to take theses out of the library building, 
she said, and anyone asking for the documents must show a valid I.D. Card or 
other identification.
Hebener said some may have been misplaced w ithin the library; others may 
have been lost through inter-library loan; some may have been stolen by the 
library staff o r library patrons may have taken the theses when librarians were 
extremely busy. But, she added, all o f these possibilities are highly unlikely.
Although no one at the library could estimate the average cost of replacing 
a thesis, Library Dean Earle Thompson said the cost would be considerable.
He said he would like to put each thesis on m icrofilm  which would cost 
about fifteen cents a page.
A library inventory was completed when the move to the new library was 
finished in December 1973, he said. A total library inventory takes about a 
year, according to Thompson, who said plans now are to  inventory the library 
every two years.
Thompson said a recent spot check found 10 to 20 volumes missing from 
the Montana Collection which contains books about, o r related to, Montana.
The squirrels return to UM
Once again the University of Mon­
tana is inhabited by refugees from 
coniferous forests.
The pine squirrel, normally a 
resident of wild pine trees, has 
overflowed onto the "exotic" trees 
growing dn the UM campus, Philip 
Wright, zoology professor said 
yesterday. »
The squirrels, who normally eat 
pine cone seeds, seem to enjoy the 
acorns and maple seeds found on 
campus, he said.
The campus is a squirrel sancuary, 
Wright said.
"Mammalogy students are not 
a llow ed to  shoo t them  fo r  
specimens," he said. Leashed dogs
While the job market is tigh t in 
most of the U.S., students with work- 
study grants at the UM need not 
worry about finding jobs, according 
to  Dale Thornton, assistant director 
of financial aids.
Thornton said if a student has 
work-study funds available to  him, 
he should be able to find a job. About 
650 students participate in the 
program at UM, Thornton said. More 
positions are available than there are 
students to fill them, he said.
Although students worked off- 
campus on jobs in the c ity and 
county offices last year, Thornton 
said there are few or no students o ff- 
campus this year. He attributed this 
to  the small number of offices which 
have requested work-study em­
ployes this year.
Thornton said if a work-study 
student has d ifficu lty finding a job, 
the financial aids office can help.
Jim  M itche ll, a w o rk -s tud y  
student, agrees that jobs are not d if­
ficu lt to find.
Mitchell, a senior in geology, 
received his first work-study grant
are not much threat to  the adult 
squirrels, he added.
Although Wright has not seen any 
squirrel nests, he said the animals 
may be sleeping in cavities formed 
by the loss o f bricks in the old library.
No student has attempted to study 
the campus residents, he said, 
although Wright has observed them 
over the years. He said he can 
remember several years when they 
were not seen on campus. They 
seem to move into an unnatural 
habitat when the forest becomes 
overpopulated, he explained.
The pine squirrel, found from 
Alaska to the east coast, does not 
hibernate, he said.
last summer and worked as a cus­
todian at the Frenchtown school. He 
now is employed as a museum as­
sistant to William Melton, Missoula’s 
museum curator. Mitchell received 
$3.25 an hour as a custodian and now 
receives $2.25 at the museum, where 
he sorts fossils, minerals and rocks.
Both Cynthia Merchant, senior in 
psychology, and Sandy Covey, 
sophomore in music, said finding a 
job was no problem.
Merchant said she did not like to  be 
limited to  only one job. She had 
worked for both the psychology 
department and at the Natural
Try
the
coo!
1KEi1
Enjoy this great new drink from Mexico! 
We’re passing along the recipe used by Mexico C ity ’s 
famed Las Piramides bar. The secret is in the way these 
two great liquors blend so well w ith orange juice. T ry 
one, there’s nothing
like it. Caramba!
1 oz. Southern Comfort 
1/z oz. tequila 
Orange juice
Fill a highball glass with ice 
cubes. Add the tequila and 
Southern Comfort. Fill with 
juice, stir and add a cherry.
You know it's got to be good. . .  when it's made with
S outhern  C om fort9
SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION. 100 PROOF LIQUEUR. ST. LOUIS. MO. 63132
Science greenhouse. When forced to 
quit one job, she chose to stay at the 
greenhouse because of the higher 
wage.
M erchant received $2.15 an hour 
from the psychology department and 
now receives $2.50 an hour at the 
greenhouse. For her first work-study 
job in 1973, she received $1.65 an 
hour.
Covey said she had no problem 
finding a job. She works as a clerk in 
the library, where she receives $2 an 
hour. Her employers told her she 
could work there until she graduates.
WHAT’S NEW IN THE 
COPPER COMMONS?
Besides The Copper, We Are Now Featuring 
COFFEE—50 A Cup . . .  3 p.m. - 4 p.m.
EVENING ESCAPE HOUR—9 p.m. - 10 p.m.,
With All Ice Cream 25% Off 
Buy One Banana Split, Get The 2nd One—Half Price 
Thermos Coffee 150
TEXAS DOUGHNUT & COFFEE SPECIAL 9 a m ’ 10 am 
(Large Doughnut With Cup Of Coffee) 390
11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
DELI SANDWICH SHOP
Make Your Own Salad Bar/Soup & Roll Station
3 BURGERS
5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
$ 1 0 0
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Campus security manager reports 
cases of stolen, damaged bikes
Three bicycles have been reported 
stolen on campus and two others 
have been stripped of parts since 
Sept. 24, the campus security 
manager said this week.
Herb Torgrimson, safety and 
security manager, suggested that 
bike owners chain their machines
On other matters, the security 
manager said:
•  Hidden closed-circuit television 
cameras may be installed in field 
house locker rooms if a theft problem 
develops there.
•  Rhino Immobilizer devices will 
be used on vehicles of persons who 
consistently vio late parking 
regulations. The immobilizing device 
is attached to the front wheel of a 
vehicle making it Impossible to 
operate. Offenders will be required 
to go to Physical Plant in order to 
secure release of their vehicles.
•  There have been no “drug 
problems" on campus yet this 
quarter. He said that campus police 
officers do not make drug arrests, 
but notify the local undercover 
narcotics squad.
Levi's 4 Blocks From Campus Corner So. Higgins & E. Beckwith
Bo-Legs
Missoula’s “Original
Levis Headquarters
Levi's
through the frame and both wheels, 
and that they record serial numbers 
from their bikes to aid in iden­
tification in case of theft. x
Torgrimson said he suspects 
someone on the West Coast may be 
“hiring kids to rip bikes off.*'
"He is of a free and open nature 
that thinks all men honest, who but 
seem to be so, and will as tenderly be 
led by the nose as asses are" . . .  
Shakespeare.
Shades of 'Catch 22 '
By COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
A student publishing organization 
at the University of Texas has 
learned it must obtain permission 
from the Board of Regents before it 
can sue the board.
State Atty. Gen. John Hill ruled 
that Texas Student Publications, 
which publishes the university’s 
newspaper, the Daily Texas, was “no
longer a legal entity," due to a trust 
agreement between the regents and 
the TSP administrative board, and 
cannot hire an attorney with the ap­
proval of the regents and the 
university president.
The decision followed a 1974 ac­
tion in which the regents dropped 
mandatory funding for the Daily Tex­
an and the TSP tried to hire a lawyer 
to investigate whether the step 
constituted a trust violation.
We Carry ALL the Great 
Jeans and Cords in Straight Legs,
Bell Bottoms and Big Bell’s
We guarantee Shrinkage 
and
We Do Alterations free
(Non-Sale Merchandise)
Waist Sizes 26” to 50” 
Length Up to 40” (in some styles)
RAG
DOLLS
H oliday V illage
Levis
Bell Bottom Jeans— Lengths to 38"
Big Bells
Bell Bottom Cords—7 Colors
26-42 Waists
Big Bell Cords—5 Colors
Denim Jackets
501 Shrink-to-Fits—Lengths to 40”
Boot Cut Jeans
Workshirts— Cord Shirts & Jackets
ALSO GREATEST LOOKS IN FASHION
PREWASHED JEANS
Levi's Makes the Britches
BO-LEGS Makes the Difference
Open— 
Mon. & Fri. 
Til 9:00
549-9611
lsvi's
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Just w ild about Harry
Give 'Em Hell, Harry 
By CARRIE HAHN
Montana Kalmln Ravlawar
The World, through Oct. 7
The intimacy of James Whitmore's 
on-screen portrayal of Harry S. 
Truman is as wonderful as it was 
unexpected.
Such an intimacy bears witness to 
the excellent quality of Whitmore's 
live performance, for it  the man can 
radiate warmth through an aloof 
medium such as a film, in person he 
must be smashing.
Film director Steve Binder cap­
tured Whitmore delicately and 
gracefully on film, allowing cameras 
to work hand-in-hand with Whit­
more's facial expressions and ges­
tures and with the superb lighting 
used in the stage show.
While Whitmore was pacing and 
gesticulating, the camera on him 
hung well back, recording hie con­
vincing Trumanisms. Occasionally 
the camera would move in on Whit­
more's face, capturing a good quix­
otic expression or a hearty laugh.
Anticipated boredom at watching 
a two-hour monologue is quashed by 
three important parts of Whitmore's 
performance. The first is the actor's 
buoyant and forceful manner of 
speech, which makes the viewer's 
mind move quickly to catch lines and 
keeps the show from dragging.
The second Is a series of 
conversations Truman held with 
others, either on the phone or In 
person, which were so well done one
almost can visualize the other 
characters.
Lighting arrangements are ex­
cellent here, too. At one point, two 
spotlights are used—one on Whit­
more and one on an empty chair. On
an otherwise dark stage, the lighting 
effect gives a strong sense of a 
second person.
The third way the monologue is 
alleviated is by using a small, 
versatile set. Whitmore, as Truman, 
moves from his presidential office to 
his Senate chair, to his back yard in 
Independence, Mo., to a whistle-stop 
caboose and finally to a poll booth.
Each sub-set lies in darkness a few 
feet from the main set of the 
presidential office until it is needed, 
at which time it is flooded by a 
spotlight.
The use of several different sets 
gives to viewers a feeling of variation 
and to the performance an additional 
depth.
Wearing a double-breasted suit- 
coat and baggy pants of the late 
1940s, Whitmore delivers line after 
nostalgic line in earthy and funny 
language. The combination of Whit­
more's Truman mannerisms and 
writer Samuel Gallu’s finely honed 
script produces a fast-paced, 
entertaining show.
Particularly well-received by the 
Missoula audience were lines knock­
ing former President Richard Nix­
on. Once Truman refers to Nixon as 
“the little Congressman from 
California . . .  I can't remember his 
name.” Later he comments “Nixon is 
very concerned about my swearing," 
a line which drew huge guffaws from 
the post-Watergate tapes audience.
But for more than its surface 
humor, the movie is immensely en­
joyable. It is the forthright goodness 
Whitmore gives Truman that stirs an 
audience. Humility, a rare com­
modity among today's* politicians, 
marks the final speech of the movie.
It may have been the final speech 
that elicited a standing ovation from 
Whitmore's stage audience; or it sim­
ply may have been the powerful 
speech culminated a fine movie.
It was a rare movie-goer that 
regretted his two and a quarter bucks 
had stopped at the box office.
De Sica’s ‘Brief Vacation’ 
called a ‘must’ for humans
A Brief Vacation
By LARRY ELKIN 
M ontana Kalm ln Ravlaw ar
\  The Crystal, through Oct. 7
Foreign films, like foreigners, can be a pain in the neck. They can be touchy 
and demanding. Dealing with either one is not always easy.
Thus, when viewing A Brief Vacation, one must: a) ignore the verbal 
dialogue (unless one speaks Italian), b) make sense of the subtitles and c) 
ignore Florinda Bolkan's tendency to overact. She is just being Italian.
A Brief Vacation is a frustrating, amusing, irritating and sometimes 
poignant paradox of a movie. Through some excellent use of camera and 
sets, De Sica captures the gloomy, going-nowhere feeling of a poor factory 
worker in Milan.
The plot centers around the struggle of a beautiful heroine to support her 
injured husband, his sponging mother and brother, and three kids despite a 
protracted illness—an illness which finally forces her to a sanatorium in the 
Alps.
Her stay in the sanatorium (the 'brief vacation')-does not change her l i f e -  
only her outlook on it. Here she is exposed to the tragedy of someone who is 
dying and refusing to face it. She sees how willingly some people allow 
themselves to be exploited by others. She experiences a fleeting, futile love.
Director Vittorio De Sica get his messages across with sometimes frighten­
ing clarity. His use of the Alps as a backdrop to the vacation gives the entire 
experience a feeling of surreality. This is aided by a few excellent scenic 
shots.
The performances, however, are erratic. The acting in intense emotional 
scenes ranges from an almost stoic conservatism to ridiculously overplayed.
Subtitles are shabby and do not coordinate well with the vocalizations. The 
editing is mediocre. These flaws, along with the bother of having to read sub­
titles, detract from the film.
Little question remains that De Sica's film, despite a few flaws, is an ex­
cellent social commentary on Italy today. For those who wonder what makes 
humans human, the film Is a must.
ATTENTION SENIORS
STICK OUT YOUR NECKI SEE RECRUITERS 
NEXT WEEK IN THE UC AND CHECK OUT JOB 
DESCRIPTIONS FOR PROGRAMS AROUND 
THE WORLD.
DYNOMITE!
STRONG 
BREW 
IS  HERE
Colt A Completely 45 Unique Experience.
AfAXr l / Q [ / O R Sold by 
Missoula Distributing Co.
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entertainment
Visiting dancers perform next week
By LARRY ELKIN 
Special to the Montana Kalmln
As part of a program of bringing 
visiting performers to the University, 
Program Council has agreed to 
spend $1,500 for a performance by 
Group Motion, a Philadelphia-based 
dance company.
Program Council chairman Dennis 
Burns predicted that PC would 
realize "little or no profit" from the 
production.
“These things usually draw only a 
limited audience," he said, ex-
plaining that the reason for PC's in­
volvement was to bring such 
performing groups to Missoula.
The performance is slated for the 
University Theater, to be held on 
Friday, Oct. 10. The performance will 
begin at 8 p.m. Ticket prices are $2 
for students and $3 for others.
After its formation in West Berlin in 
1962, Group Motion spent six years 
performing in Europe before coming 
to the United States. Their show in­
cludes dance, *music, films, slides, 
video tapes and lighting effects.
The group also will conduct 
classes in Missoula. According to 
Juliette Crump, director of the UM 
Dance Division, these classes will 
deal with the technique of im­
provisation.
Classes will be held on Oct. 9 from 
1:30 to 3:30 p.m.; Oct. 10 from 8 to 10 
a.m., and on Oct. 11 from 10 a.m. to 
noon.
Class fees are $2 for students and 
$2.50 for others.
In addition, an open workshop will 
be held on Oct. 11 from 2 to 4 p.m.
sports shorts
Athletics
Women’s volleyball team opens 
the 1975 season at the University of 
Idaho in Moscow Saturday in a four- 
team practice meet.
Montana will be pitted against 
W ash ing ton  S ta te , Eastern  
Washington State and the University 
of Idaho.
Coach Jodi Leslie, returning to UM 
after a year’s leave of absence, will 
have a squad of eight returning 
players and one freshman. Those 
with experience are Marilyon 
Cocharan, Nancy Hill, Laurie 
Hoover, Susan Huffman, Vicky 
Nicholas, Adrienne Peterson, Linda 
Wojs and Julie Yanchisin. Sharon 
Gleason, a freshman, also will make 
the trip.
The UM cross country team travels 
to Vancouver, B.C. for competition 
Saturday against several Canadian 
and American schools.
Montana’s harriers will compete 
against the Vancouver Olympic 
Club, Simon Fraser University, the 
University of British Columbia, 
University of Victoria, Western 
Washington and several other club 
teams.
With the exception, of United 
States* national team member Don 
Kardon, the UM team faced little 
competition last Saturday in their 
first race of the season in Spokane, 
Wash. This weekend they will run 
against several members of 
Canada’s s Pan American Games 
team.
Hans Templeman, Dean Erhard 
and Doug Darko ran second, third 
and fourth places behind Kardon, 
•  cont. on p. 13
V THE NOBS
FROM SEA COVER CHARGE
HIGHBALLS SAME PRICE 
AS BOTTLE BEER
TRADING POST
SALOON
93 STRIP
IPa’i’ianty717“WSER l / ,CE
Stereos •  TV’s 
Radios
Tape Recorders
259 West Front
549-3678
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY!
And All-Time-Great Companion Feature .
ALUCASALMUD/COPPOLACO. Production* A UNIVERSAL PICTURE • TECHNICOLOR’
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS
Ali MacGraw
RyanO’Neahyra'rcuw
[GPlos* COLOR W/WlJ
OPEN 7:00 P.M. 
"Story” Shows First 
Only $1.50 Per Person 
Under 13 Yrs. Free!
Eddie and Bob’s
GO WEST!
Drive-In 
Hwy. 10 West
FRIDAY SPECIAL
FISH SANDWICH 
Reg. 99$ . . .  Now 79$
2 LOCATIONS—
540 Daly 
Across from 
Jesse Hall
and
1204 W. Kent 
Tremper’s 
Shopping Center
ENDS SOON
Starring
James Whittmore as 
Harry S. Truman In
SHOW TIMES
WORLD
THEATRE
2023 SOUTH HIGGINS 
PH 728 0095
2:00
7:00
9:30
"My God, it's my father!"
-Margaret Truman Daniel, Time Magazin^' &
ALL
SEATS
$2.25
NO PASSES
JHEBE HE IS N 0 K  
1IH A T WE NEED HIM!
exactly as it w as presented on stage 
before a live audience...intac*” * ^  
...u n c h a n g e d ... unedited
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r— s reviews
Michael Stanley, Friends 
and Legends, You Break
£ It—You Bought It
H
£ Michael Stanley
It would be very easy simply
£ to review the Michael Stanley
Band's You Break It—You
£: Bought It. But to do so and dis-
£:• miss Michael Stanley's two
£ earlier albums would be unfair,
both to him and to his fans.
*  Stanley is a Colorado
resident; a si nger-songwriter- 
s guitarist. Just like John
What’s-his-name. Fortunately,
£ habitat is the only similarity
between the two.
£ Stanley's songs bypass 
£ country roads and stay on
£ lonely two-lane blacktops.
£ . They forsake log cabins and 
£ country boys, favoring honky-
£ tonks and rock-and-roll men.
He is a poet of deja vu, recall- 
£ ing experiences with which
£ anyone may identify, at least in
£ part. His penned emotion is
£ very real, yet mild, not searing
£ or Dylanic.
£ Above all, Michael Stanley is 
£ an actor. Nearly all his songs
£ are self-portraits; scenarios
£ featuring him in trag ic,
£ pathetic and philosophic roles.
£ His most durable facade is that
of the tragic drunk, such as in 
Louisville, A.D. from his first
£ LP:
“Cure the drunkard, heal the in­
sane, mollify the homicide, civilize 
the Pawnee, but what lessons can be 
devised for the debaucher of sen­
timent?" . . .  Emerson.
"And me, I’msittin' and thin- 
kin* I  Seems like a lifetime I've 
been in here drinkin’ I  Old 
friend to anyone willin’ to buy 
me a few.”
That first album, Michael 
Stanley, while the best of the 
three, also is the hardest to 
find. Recorded on Tum­
bleweed Records, it features 
Joe Walsh (guitar), Ken 
Passerelli (bass), Joe Vitale 
(flu te) and Paul Harris 
(keyboards).
Yet even with this impressive 
array of talent, the album is 
pure Michael Stanley. Walsh's 
whining guitar spices songs 
like Rosewood Bitters and 
Louisville, A.D. w ithout 
overpowering the Stanley 
sound.
Whenever Walsh isn 't 
playing, Vitale is. His flute 
haunts Denver Rain and 
stutters in Movin’ Right Along.
M ich a e l S ta n le y  a lso  
fe a tu re s  an in te re s tin g  
in terpre ta tion  of Dylan's 
S u b te rra n ea n  H om esick  
Blues. Stanley's version is slow 
and pleading, with a much 
cleaner sound than the 
original.
Friends and Legends, 
Stanley's second e ffo rt, 
features another remake of a 
1960s hit, Help. He gives it the 
same slow, smooth treatment.
By IAN MARQUAND
Stanley's back-up group is 
unchanged on Friends and 
Legends. As on the first album, 
Stanley again is the primary 
performer, with Walsh and 
Vitale featured. Let’s Get the 
Show On the Road is the LP’s 
finest cut, but Keep Playin' 
Your Radio and Among My 
Friends Again also are first- 
rate.
You Break It—You Bought It 
signals the end of Michael 
Stanley as a solo artist and 
unveils the new Michael 
Stanley Band.
Important changes have oc­
curred in the forming of the 
MSB. Stanley’s songs are more 
reserved and less frequent. 
Songwriting duties now are 
split between Stanley and lead 
guitarist Jonah Koslen. Koslen 
takes the harder stuff, Stanley 
the mellower.
True M ichael Stanley 
fanatics (there are a few in Mis­
soula) may be disappointed by 
the amount of Koslen material 
on the album. Though a fine 
writer, he lacks Stanley's sub­
tle emotion.
All three albums are worth 
buying and savoring. Once 
bought, they will not be 
fo r g o t te n .  T he  s o n g s  
somehow linger in the mind 
long after the sound ceases.
•  cont. from p. 12 .  ■sports shorts
with only 21 seconds separating 
Templeman from the winner at the 
end of the four-mile race.
Rob Reesman, who finished 10th 
when Montana captured the 1974 Big 
Sky Conference cross country 
championships, did not run in 
Spokane, but UM’s Dean Behrman 
was seventh and Dave McDougall 
12th in the Spokane race.
Saturday's race in Vancouver will 
be five miles in length.
A Grizzly football game against 
Idaho State and a Bicentennial 
Parade should make Saturday, Oct. 
11, an exciting and interesting day in 
Missoula.
CENTER
COURSES
Jogging/Weight
Control (for Men)
Dog Obedience 
Badminton 
Backpacking 
Fly-Tying
classes begin Oct. 6 
sign up—uc info.
AIR CONDITIONED
265 W. Front—728-9814
Continuous Shows from
11:00 a.m.
$4.00 Adult
$3.00 Student with ID
Psyche for Sex w A
& /fidY
A Love Story
Please do not attend
if offended by total
sexual frankness. ’
The parade, which is sponsored by 
the  M isso u la  C ham ber o f 
Commerce, consists of nine march­
ing bands and more than 120 entries 
in five categories.
High school bands marching in the 
10 a.m. parade include units from 
Polson, Dillon, Libby, Eureka, 
Stevensville, Superior, Florence and 
Missoula (Sentinel and Hell gate).
Theme of the parade is We, the 
People. The parade route is from 
Circle Square on North Higgins 
Avenue, down North Higgins and 
South H iggins to Dornblaser 
Stadium, site of UM's football game 
with Idaho State.
PARK HOTEL 
presents |
WHISKEY RIDGE |
playing nightly 9-2 i 
600 N. HigginsJ
NOW THROUGH SATURDAY! THE  
MOST FUN YOU’LL EVER HAVE AT THE MOVIES
The Comedy Sensation of the Year!
WOODY D IA N E
ALLEN KEATON
“LOVE and DEATH”cs United Artists
OPEN 6:30 P.M. Showplace of Montana
Shorts at 6:45-8:55 WILMA j
“ Love" at 7:20 and 9:30 543-7341
Sunday-Monday—T uesday 
The Latest and Greatest From Billy Graham!
“THE HIDING PLACE”
Sun. at 1:00-3:45-6:30-9:15; Mon.-Tue. at 6:30 and 9:15
The Home Of 
The Finest 
Custom Rings 
And Jewelry.
Reduced Prices On 
All Heishi Chokers
$8.00 LIQUID
SILVER NECKLACE 
IS NOW $6.00
In The Rear Of 
The Potpourri, 
Hammond Arcade 
Bldg.
First Block North Of 
The River 
On Higgins
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V ittorio D eS ica’s Final M asterpiece!
“A Brief Vacation shows DeSica at his best 
in full artistic command and in touch with 
all the elements of his work. De Sica shapes 
scenes of pure poetry. With the death of 
DeSica we have lost not only an advocate 
of the oppressed but a great screen artist.”
— Newsweek Magazine
FRIDAY & SATURDAY AT MIDNIGHT 
ONLY!
for a perfect vacation 
take...
For everyone who has had 
a private moment of love.
Or wishes for one.
Emanuel L. Wolf presents 
an Arthur Cohn-Marina Cicogna production of
V i t t o r i o  D e  S ic a ’s
A
Starring Florinda Bolkan • Directed by Vittorio DeSica 
Produced bv Arthur Cohn and Marina Cicogna 
Color • An Allied Artists Release CIO firorygTTO
Advance Tickets on 
Sale from 10:30 P.M. 
Fri.-Sat. Adm. $2.00
Showplace of Montana 
WILMA
543-7341
WED-TUES—OCT. 1-7
CRYSTAL THEATRE
515 SOUTH HIGGINS 
SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15 P.M.
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classified ads
1. LOST OR FOUND
LOST: SOUTH Bend “Finalist”  1144 reel. Ivory DT6F 
line. Reward. 243-4183 y r 543-6957_______3-3p
LOST: ONE yellow checkbook. Must find. Return to 
Kaimin Desk. No questions asked. PLEASED
______________________________________ 2-4p
LOST: REWARD for return of trunk missing from 402 
S. 5th E. Containing books, records, family 
photographs. Contact Drama Dept. Mary 
8igvardt. 2-4
2. PERSONAL ____________________________
ARTISTS AND CRAFTSMEN
Reserve a table now for the Homecoming Art Fair, 
O c t .  16 a n d  17 U .C . M a ll  $ 5 .0 0  
nonstudents/students free. 50 table limit. They are 
going fast. Sign-up now at the scheduling office in 
the U.C. ___________________________ 5-3p
WOMEN’S PLACE health education/counseling, 
abortion, b irth  contro l, pregnancy, V.D. 
counseling, crisis, rape relief. M-F 2-8 p.m. 1130 
West Broadway 543-7606. . 5-tfc
HOW ABOUT over an "O ly ."  The Bear.
5-1p
BIG, BUSY University family would like experienced 
person to help parttime with house and supper. 
Call 543-5359 between 6 & 7 p.m. (Be our glue, 
hold things together, have fun.) 4-6p
AVON, TURN spare hours Into spare dollars. Sell 
quality Avon products. No selling experience 
necessary. I’ll show you. Call Avon District 
Mgr.—Margaret May—549-1063. 3-5p
WANTED: FRIENDLY, aggressive person to manage 
advertising for Montana bi-weekly newspaper. 
Salary plus commission. Call 543-7357 or write 
Box 1311, Missoula. _ 3-3p
BABY-SITTER WANTED, occasional week-ends, 
nights, 1 child. Age three. 549-2848. 3-3p
GRADUATE STUDENT in Forestry needed for 12- 
week full-time internship in northern Oregon. Call 
collect (303) 492-7177. 2-4p
UNDERGRADUATE ASSISTANT, must be willing to 
carry equivalent of 12 credit hours. Fees plus 
monthly salary. Call 542-2627 evenings. 2-4
11. FOR SALE
LUTHERAN STUDENT MOVEMENT. 
Friday. At the Life Boat of The Ark.
7:00 p.m.,
5-1p
7. SERVICES
IMPROVE YOUR READING RATE, vocabulary, note 
taking, textbook and exam study skills. Free help 
available. LA 201, 243-6052 or 243-2262. 4-2c
A STATE Employment Service officer, Jim Rowe, 
w ill assist University students in  find ing 
employment by appointment from 1-5 on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays at the Student Affairs 
Office. Lodge 101. 243-4411. 5-4c
FOOS BALL Championship—Oct. 12—U.C. Sign up 
In Recreation Center. 5-1c
ANYONE KNOWING the whereabouts of Rich 
Landim or my records please call Alice. 728-8464 
after 5. 5-3p
FRIENDS OF the Rattlesnake will present a free slide 
show Oct. 8, Wed., in the UC Lounge. 4-4c
BE A part o f Grizzlies basketball. Tryout for Sugar 
Bears. Deadline 5 p.m., Oct. 8. Apply at UC 104.
4-4c
MEN!—WOMENI JOBS ON SHIPS! American. 
Foreign. No experience required, Excellent pay. 
Worldwide travel. Summer Job or career. Send 
$3.00 for information. SEAFAX, Dept. F-17. Box 
2049, Port Angeles. Washington 98362. 3-6
SUGAR BEAR hopefuls w ill be selected Oct. 12th at 
final tryouts. Girls may pick up applications at UC 
Rm. 104. Deadline fo r entry: 5:00 p.m. Oct. 8th.
2-4c4 HELP WANTED
APPLICATIONS FOR Consumer Relations Board 
are being accepted at Student Action Center. 
Come to UC 105. 5-4c
MATURE, MARRIED couple, as substitute foster 
parents, for group home lo r teenage boys, part- 
time, apply by Oct. 10; 728-2936 o r mail resume to 
2407 S. 10th W. 5-3p
NEED STUDENT with car for hauling, lifting and 
doing errands. Call 243-5091 between 3 & 4 p.m.
4-3p
8. TYPING
EXPERIENCED TYPING, papers, theses. 728-1638.
5-5p
9. TRANSPORTATION
STUDENTS INTERESTED In forming a car pool, 
stop in at Student Action Center, UC 105. 5-4c
FOR SALE: 1971 pick-up 250 % ton, overloads, 
automatic, air power brakes. Phone 543-3461,555 
W. Sussex. 5-1p
FOOSBALL TABLE, $200 or best offer. 543-6066 
after 5. 5-5p
CHALLENGE YOURSELFI find the Warehouse 
Gallery—725 West Alder, Missoula. Great items to 
buy. C eram ics, w ooden to ys , je w e lry , 
photography, imports, watercolors. Open 12-5. 
Tues.-Sat. 5-1p
FENDER tw in reverb amp, tube-type, like 
new—$450. MARTIN D-18 guitar with hard-shell 
case—$395. 15-inch JB LANSING heavy-duty 
speaker with cabinet—$80. Leave message for 
Rich Landers. 243-6451. 4-6f
FOR SALE: Marlin D-35 12-strlng. $500, 728-0721. 
_______________________________________4-3p
USED FURN. & antiq. Hoagie’s Papoose Hdqts. East 
Missoula. 4-8p
LEAVING TOWN. Must Sell! ’67 Chrysler Imperial, 
$575. Good Condition. Call 549-9793. 4-2p
TURQUOISE: genuine handcrafted jewelry, 
basement of the U.C. Thurs.-Fri. 4-2p
FOR SALE: 71 Honda 750, exc. condition. Best offer. 
See at 1020 Reserve. 4-3p
'62 CHEVY II, ’55 Pontiac, '63 Volvo, Earth Shoes size 
11.75, 21" 10 speed bicycle. Call 728-6369 
evenings. 3-5p
FOR SALE: Pr. of KLH Model 23 Speakers. Call 728- 
8208. ’ 2-4p
WANTED TO FORM CAR POOL from Stevensville 
to University. 777-5184, Chuck Fisher. 4-2p
FOR SALE: Husqvarna 400cc Motocross. Call 728- 
8208. 2-4p
12. AUTOMOTIVE
1969 VW Bug. 5533 days or 543-7704 anytime.
5-3p
FOR SALE 70 Ford Torino GT convertible, good 
shape. 549-0724. 3-4p
IX  BICYCLES
10-Speed Bicycle. Sun Tour derailleurs, luggage 
rack, water bottle, etc. $95. Leave message for 
Rich Landers at 243-6541. 3-7f
1971 KAWASAKI 500cc $600. 728-5466. 3-5p
15. WANTED TO BUY
BORROW/BUY used Child Development and 
Personality, fourth edition; Mussen et al. Leave 
message—Dr. Vick 243-4183. 5-1p
20. MISCELLANEOUS
14. MOTORCYCLES
1972 BULTACO Alpina 250, lights. $500.00. 5533 
days, 543-7704 a n y t i m e . 5 - 3 p
LUTHERAN STUDENT movement, 7:00 p.m., 
Friday. At the Life Boat of The Ark. 5-1 p
INTERESTED IN SKI TEAM? If you missed Tuesday 
meeting. Contact Rick Schlaefer 243-2520 or 
leave message 359 Aber. 3-3p
DANCE CLASSES—Elenita Brown. Internationally 
trained-experienced teacher. Groups for all ages. 
Ballet & Character, Modem, African & Jazz, 
Spanish. Pre-Dance for small children. 728-1683 
or 1-777-5956. 3-19c
NATIVE AMERICAN STUDENTS!
The KYI-YO INDIAN CLUB 
welcomes you to UM and 
invites you to attend our
firs t meeting, at 7 p.m. 
Monday, Oct. 6.
Pot Luck Supper at 6 p.m.
tooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooc
MOSTL Y LEA THER
Belts
Purses
Hats
Moccasins
Wallets
Tools and Supplies
KYI-YO INDIAN CLUB
730 EDDY AVE. 243-5600
Largest Selection 
of Buckles in Missoula 
529 So. Higgins
(Next to Hansen’s Ice Cream)
DON’T GET HUNG UP 
DOING YOUR LAUNDRY
College interest lost
More high school students are 
turning thumbs down on college now 
than in 1972.
The U.S. Census Bureau reports 
the percentage of men graduating 
from high school who planned to go 
to college declined from 76 per cent 
in 1972 to 69 per cent in 1974.
The percentage of college-bound 
women remained the same—about 
70 per cent.
MARIE’S ART-eries
•  Gallery
•  Art Supplies
•  Frames
• Matting
1639 South Ave. W. 642-0046
BACK- 
to-SCHOOL 
SPECIAL
Max. Charge 
$2.00 An Hour 
16 Pool Tables
U of M SPECIAL
300 HAMBURGER 
300 FRENCH FRIES 
350 SHAKE
DROP IT OFF AT THE 
SPARKLE
We Wash—Dry—Fold & Wrap 
Your Laundry—10 LBS. for $1.75 
50$ OFF WITH STUDENT I.D
SPARKLE LAUNDRY
OPEN 7 Days a Week 9 a.m.-10 p.m.
812 So. Higgins 
Across from Bitterroot Market
‘Behind Holiday Village’
University of Mcptapa Newrpap Cepter 
Christ tlje Kip£ Cfyurcl?
CENTER
COURSES
Self Defense 
for Women 
Women’s Karate
Beg. & Adv. 
Classes in 
Judo 
Karate 
Kung Fu
WELCOME TO A PEOPLE PLACE
LITURG Y SCHEDULE
7:oo Saturday evening
9:00 & 11:00 Sunday morning
4:30 Sunday afternoon
5:15p.m. Monday through Friday
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Communal Penance 
October 7130 p.m.
1400 Gerald Avenue
Father Frank Matule 543-8055 Father Bill Lowney 728-2567
Mrs. Marie Kuffel 728-3845
i
